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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

a2ia XE™ Integrated into ORONE’s Solution to Process Checks  

on Behalf of the French Government’s Fines Collection Center 

 
By integrating a2ia XE into its Wecheck solution, Orone accelerates the digitalization of checks through 

improved automation rates and continues its development strategy by building on some of the most powerful 

recognition technologies on the market. 

  
Paris, France, May 18, 2018 – A2iA (@A2iA), an award winning developer of artificial intelligence and 

machine-learning based software for the worldwide data capture, document processing, and payment 

systems markets, today announced that the latest generation of A2iA’s check-processing SDK (software 

toolkit), a2ia XE™, which applies RNN and machine learning to achieve significantly higher read rates, has 

been embedded into the new version of Orone’s Wecheck solution deployed to the Centre d’Encaissement 

des Amendes (CEA), the national fines collection center in Rennes, France. 

  

“We were looking for a solution to significantly reduce data entry time. Thanks to the integration of a2ia 

XE, the rate of automatic check recognition has improved by more than 10%,” said a representative at the 

CEA. 

 

Backed by this announcement, A2iA demonstrates once again that it is at the forefront of Artificial 

Intelligence and RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) technology, increasing automation and decreasing the 

volume of checks that requires manual keying by 60%.  

 

“Wecheck combined with a2ia XE makes a considerable asset for accelerating check processing and 

provides a relevant response to the challenges of the market,” said Arnaud Dubois, Orone Sales Director. 

 
About A2iA  
Award-winning with research and development at its core, A2iA, Artificial Intelligence and Image Analysis (www.a2ia.com), is a 

science and R&D driven software company with deep roots in artificial intelligence, machine learning and neural networks. With 

simple, easy to use and intuitive toolkits, A2iA delivers add-on features to speed automation, simplify customer engagement and 
quickly capture all types of printed and handwritten data from documents – whether captured by a desktop scanner or mobile 

device. By enhancing solutions from systems integrators and independent software vendors, A2iA allows complex and cursive data 

from all types of documents to become part of a structured database, making it searchable and reportable, with the same level of 

flexibility as printed or digital data. For more information, visit www.a2ia.com or call +1 917-237-0390 within the Americas, or 

+33 1 44 42 00 80 within EMEA, India or Asia. 

 

About Orone  

A committed player on the Normandy FrenchTech scene, Orone accompanies its clients in their digital transformations by offering 

reliable and innovative global solutions to drive, facilitate and enhance their multi-channel data streams. A software publisher 

specialized in the digitalization of subscription files and the transition to paperless payment methods; Orone develops and proposes 

new and highly competitive solutions by putting innovation at the heart of its activity.  
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